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Abstract—Real time processing of stream data has become
increasingly vital. Batched stream systems which discretize
stream data into micro-batches and leverage batch system to
process these micro-batch stream jobs have attracted wide
attention from academia and industry. Such batched stream
system always works on heterogeneous environments which have
heterogeneous resources and heterogeneous tasks. Unfortunately,
current batched stream system implementations designed and
optimized for homogeneous environments perform poorly on
heterogeneous environments.

We attribute suboptimal performance in heterogeneous envi-
ronments to schedule tasks according to data locality and free
slots. On the one hand, data locality creates a barrier between
large tasks of slow node and powerful capacity of fast node
because slow nodes prefer local large tasks rather than remote
small tasks. On another hand, due to scheduler’s blind eye to
task size, there is a very high probability that large tasks are
scheduled in the last few waves. These two aspects hinder perfect
load balancing, causing tail latencies of large tasks. To address
these issues, we propose a blank scheduling framework called
Radar. Being aware of node capacity and task size, Radar pre-
steals large tasks from slow nodes and schedules tasks according
to the principle of large task first. Then Radar fills the small free
slots by choosing small tasks corresponding to node’s capacity.
We implement Radar in Spark-2.1.1. Experimental results with
benchmark show that Radar can reduce job completion time by
27.78% to 42.79% over Spark Streaming. Experimental results
with real Tencent production application show that Radar can
reduce response time by 28.57%.

Index Terms—batched stream processing; recurring jobs;
capacity-aware; scheduling

I. INTRODUCTION

Real time processing of stream data has become increas-

ingly important, such as in social network, intrusion detection

systems, and high frequency trading. Batched stream process-

ing systems which leverage batch engine such as MapReduce

[1] and Spark [2] to handle stream data have attracted wide

attention from academia and industry [3]. Unlike traditional

continuous stream processing systems (e.g., Storm [4], Naiad

[5], and Heron [6]) which process streaming data one record

at a time, batched stream processing systems treat stream

processing as a continuous series of batch processing jobs

by dividing the streams into micro-batches, achieving high

throughput and better fault tolerance. Typical examples of such

systems include HOP [7], Comet [8], HStreaming [9], and

Spark Streaming [10].

Performance heterogeneity has become very common in

current production clusters [11] [12]. On the one hand, re-

source heterogeneity, caused by continuous device upgrading

with different generations of hardware or resource contentions

on a multi-tenant cloud infrastructure, leads to distinct process-

ing capacities. On another hand, unlike batch processing which

uniforms task to the same size (e.g., block size of 128MB in

HDFS), tasks in batched stream processing systems are also

heterogeneous with different size. Tasks need to process data

from different stream sources or different topics.

However, current batched stream system implementations,

such as Spark Streaming, assume a homogeneous cluster

and homogeneous tasks. Based on these assumptions, task

scheduling in batched stream systems only considers about

data locality and free slots [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18]. In ho-

mogeneous environments, there is no difference between tasks

except data locations. For target nodes, scheduler only needs

to check which node has free slots because all nodes have

the same computational capacity. However, in heterogeneous

environments, these designs inevitably lead to suboptimal

performance and severe load imbalance in the cluster. Data

locality brings a barrier between large tasks of slow node and

powerful capacity of fast node because large tasks will be

preferentially scheduled to local slow nodes rather than remote

fast nodes. Nodes are of distinct computational capacities.

A slot is free which does not mean that this slot has large

computational capacity.

There are some mechanisms focusing on improving batch

processing performance in a heterogeneous environment.

Speculation execution [1] launches a speculative copy of a

task on a different machine if the task does not make good

progress on its original host. [13] proposed the LATE (Longest
Approximate to End) scheduler in MapReduce to improve task

speculation in heterogeneous clusters. Techniques on address-

ing data skewness [16] can also help address performance

heterogeneity as the slow execution on less powerful machines

can be treated as processing computationally expensive data.

Unfortunately, these approaches still obey the scheduling prin-

ciples which are based on data locality and free slots. They

always react after performance heterogeneity has occurred and

fall short to address performance heterogeneity problem.

In this paper, we attack the performance heterogeneity
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problem in batched stream processing from a different angle.

Instead of reacting after performance heterogeneity has oc-

curred while scheduling tasks based on data locality and free

slots, we can conduct scheduling with being aware of task

size and node capacity. We believe that perfect load balancing

or uniform task execution time can be realized if the size

of tasks processed at heterogeneous machines matches each

machine’s computational capacity. To this end, we propose a

new blank scheduling framework, called Radar, which makes

scheduling decisions based on task size and node capacity to

reduce tail latency. Radar centers on three new designs: 1)

pre-stealing, 2) large task first, and 3) matching blank filling.

Pre-stealing breaks down the barrier brought by data locality

and steals large tasks from slow nodes at the beginning of

task scheduling. Large task first amortizes the impacts of large

tasks through multi-waves execution to eliminate large tasks’

tail latencies. Matching blank filling chooses suitable tasks

whose data size can match node’s capacity to fill the small

blank of free slots. In summary, this paper makes the following

contributions:

• We analyze the trace of a real streaming application in

Tencent production clusters and identify the performance

heterogeneity in batched stream processing systems. We

find that traditional scheduling methods based on data

locality and free slots become inefficient for solving the

performance heterogeneity problem.

• We present Radar, a blank scheduling framework for

handling performance heterogeneity in batched stream

processing systems. We introduces a number of tech-

niques to realize the new blank scheduling framework.

To break down the barrier brought by data locality, we

introduce pre-stealing, where large tasks can be stolen

from slow nodes at the beginning of task scheduling.

We adopt large task first to eliminate large tasks’ tail

latencies. Finally, we propose a matching blank filling
strategy to utilize free slots effectively.

• We have implemented Radar on Spark Streaming and

conducted a comprehensive evaluation with various

benchmarks and a real streaming application in Tencent

production clusters. Experiments with various bench-

marks show that Radar can reduce job completion time

by 27.78% to 42.79% compared to Spark Streaming.

Experiments with real streaming application in Tencent

production clusters show that Radar can improve response

time by 28.57%, and reduce resource costs by 10%

compared to Spark Streaming.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section

II, we introduce the background and analyze the performance

heterogeneity problem in batched stream processing system.

Section III describes the blank scheduling strategy and the

design of Radar. Section IV presents the implementation of

Radar. We evaluate the performance of our system in Section

V. Section VI briefly surveys the related works. Finally,

Section VII concludes this paper.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

In this section, we first introduce the background of batched

stream processing. Then we present the degraded performance

when batched stream processing is faced with heterogeneity

and motivate our scheduling strategy. Finally, we outline

the challenges in realizing the proposed blank scheduling

framework.

A. Background

Batched stream processing treats streaming as a series of

deterministic batch computations on small time intervals [10].

As shown in Figure 1, a batched stream processing system re-

ceives input data and divides the continuous data streams into

a series of so-called micro-batches according to the specified

batch interval (a time interval set according to the application’s

latency requirements). A number of jobs are generated for

each batch, which would be periodically submitted to the

batch processing engine, such as MapReduce or Spark. Such

a batched stream processing system automatically inherits the

advanced features of the underlying batch processing systems,

such as fault tolerance, data-locality aware scheduling, load

balancing.

Fig. 1: Architecture of Spark Streaming

B. Degraded Performance due to Heterogeneity

We have analyzed the performance of a real streaming

application in Tencent production clusters. This application

is based on Spark Streaming and is used to monitor real-

time click traffic of Tencent social advertisements. It runs

in a multi-tenant environment with YARN (Hadoop-2.2.0)

as the resource management platform. The whole trace of

this application can be accessed at https://github.com/u2009cf/

Tencent-Cluster-Trace.

Figure 2(a) shows the heterogeneity of tasks. Unlike uni-

form distribution of tasks in batch processing, tasks in batched

stream processing are always of different size. Due to stream

data’s dynamics, it is common that tasks corresponding to

different topics have different data size. From Figure 2(a),

task size varies from 25MB to 120MB. We measure executor’s

throughput as shown in Figure 2(b). In multi-tenant environ-

ment, different nodes have different computational capabilities.

Fast nodes can achieve up to 2x throughput than slow nodes.

Figure 3(a) shows that heterogeneity causes significant

imbalance between individual tasks. Task execution time varies

from 5s to 39s. The slowest task runs as much as 8x longer

than the fastest task. About 26% of tasks run more than 30s.

This increases tail latencies and leaves some slots idle as

shown in Figure 3(b). The makespan is dominated by the

slowest task. Other free slots cannot progress until the last
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Fig. 2: Cluster Heterogeneity. We show heterogeneity of

tasks and resources in Tencent production clusters. Tasks are

heterogeneous because different tasks need to process data

from different stream sources or different topics. Resources are

heterogeneous because of upgrading with different generations

of hardware or resource contention.

task completes. About 20% slots have free time more than

1/2 of makespan.
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Fig. 3: Task Execution Time and MakeSpan

Analysis We attribute the root cause of degraded perfor-

mance to unawareness of task size and node capacity. Current

batched stream system schedules tasks based on data locality

and free slots [1] [2] [13] [14] [15] [16]. Schedulers choose

tasks according to the locations of tasks’ data blocks. Only

when tasks can match the given locality constraint such as

process local, node local or rack local, scheduler dequeues

a pending task for a given node. For target nodes, schedulers

schedule tasks to them depending on whether these nodes have

free slots. Obviously, it is unwise because a node with free

slots does not mean that this node has large computational

capacity. As shown in Figure 4, slow node and fast node

all have free slots. However, due to the locality constraint

(process local > node local > rack local), large task of

120MB will be executed on slow node. If the scheduler ignores

task size and node capacity, and only considers about data

locality and whether a node has free slots, many large tasks

on slow nodes have a great possibility to be scheduled for

local execution, thus increasing job’s tail latency.

Although existing scheduling methods increase tail latency

in heterogeneous environment, we believe that perfect load

balancing or uniform task execution time can be realized

Fig. 4: Scheduling Based on Data Locality and Free Slots

in batched stream processing if the size of tasks processed

at heterogeneous machines matches each machine’s compu-

tational capacity. Considering that batched stream jobs are

recurring in nature, we can try to learn some important metrics

such as node capacity from prior execution. We can also

be aware of task size through interfaces provided by HDFS

or shuffleManager. With node capacity and task size, we

can realize a new task scheduling mechanism called blank

scheduling which not only is based on data locality and free

slots but also takes task size and node capacity into account.

C. Challenges

To realize a blank scheduling framework, we need to address

the following three challenges:

Challenge 1: How to break down barriers brought by data

locality?

According to data locality, slow nodes prefer local large

tasks rather than remote small tasks. This leads to long

completion time of large tasks on slow nodes. Data locality

brings a barrier for flexible work stealing and is easy to cause

post-stealing of large tasks. It is challenging how to break

down this barrier and eliminate post-stealing.

Challenge 2: How to eliminate tail latencies of large tasks?

Current batched stream system schedules tasks based on

data locality regardless of task size which dominates task

execution time. Obviously, this is not advisable. On the one

hand, this creates a barrier between large tasks of slow node

and powerful capacity of fast node as explained in Challenge

1. On another hand, due to scheduler ignores task size, task’s

scheduling order is not optimal. There is high probability that

large tasks are scheduled in the last few waves, increasing tail

latencies. How to eliminate tail latencies of large tasks has a

great influence on the performance of blank scheduling.

Challenge 3: How to utilize small intervals of free slots

efficiently?

Under traditional scheduling methods, due to the existing

of bulk synchronous parallel (BSP) model and uneven task

execution time, some slots need to wait and keep idle until

slow tasks complete. However, by choosing suitable tasks to

fill these free slots, we are able to take full advantages of

these free slots and avoid waiting and wasting. It is obvious

that scheduling based on data locality and free slots can not

meet this requirement. How to choose tasks to fill these small

intervals of free slots not only affects resource utilization but

also impacts tail latencies.
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III. SYSTEM DESIGN

The key idea of Radar is to launch heterogeneous tasks

with different sizes to match the processing capacity of worker

nodes. Radar schedules tasks not only based on free slots and

data locality, but also according to node capacity and task size.

With blank scheduling, Radar can achieve three objectives: 1)

eliminate post-stealing; 2) reduce tail latencies of large tasks;

and 3) utilize small intervals of free slots efficiently.

A. System Overview
Figure 5 overviews the architecture of Radar. Capacity

Monitor collects and analyzes recurring jobs profiles and com-

putes node’s capacity. Load Monitor leverages the interfaces

provided by HDFS and blockManager to get block size and

add block size as an essential metric like data locality for

scheduling when task is initialized. Radar centers on the design

of three new mechanisms: pre-stealing (PS), large task first
(LTF), and matching blank filling (MBF) to enable efficient

blank scheduling:

• Pre-Stealing steals large tasks from slow nodes at the

beginning of task scheduling regardless of data locality.

With pre-stealing, we can eliminate tail latency caused

by large tasks’ post-stealing (for Challenge 1).

• Large Task First prefers to schedule large tasks first and

leaves small tasks at the end of task scheduling to fill the

free slot intervals. This can amortize the impacts of large

tasks through multi-waves execution (for Challenge 2).

• Matching Blank Filling chooses suitable tasks whose

data size can match node’s capacity. As free slot intervals

always appear in the last wave, this design can ensure that

tasks which are scheduled to free slots can complete at

almost the same progress (for Challenge 3).

Master
Scheduler

Pre-stealing

Large Task First

Matching Blank 
Filling

Capacity
Monitor

Load
Monitor Worker N

Worker 1

Fig. 5: Architecture of Radar

We present Radar’s actions in Figure 6. Radar works as

follows: 1) when previous batch completes, Capacity Monitor
monitors node’s capacity by collecting and analyzing recurring

jobs profiles. It reports these information to scheduler for

scheduling decisions in next batch; 2) Load Monitor fetches

block size through the interfaces provided by HDFS and

blockManager and records these as task sizes when tasks are

created; 3) At the beginning of task scheduling, Radar pre-

steals large tasks from slow nodes regardless of data locality;

4) Scheduler sorts each node’s tasks according to tasks’ size

and schedules large task first; 5) At the end of task scheduling,

scheduler chooses suitable small tasks whose task orders in

task list correspond with capacity orders in worker node list

to fill the slots’ idle time.

Actions of Radar

Fig. 6: Actions of Radar

B. Capacity and Load Aware

Capacity Aware We use processing speed to measure the

capacity of worker nodes. It is defined as:

Capa =

∑n
i=1 Ti

taskF inishT ime− taskStartT ime
(1)

where Ti is the amount of data that task i processed. n
is the number of tasks on worker node. The denominator

is tasks’ total runtime since the first task was started, i.e.

makespan. Upon a batch ends, we collect job profiles to

compute Capa for each worker node. Considering that Capa
may vary with changes of cluster resources and workloads,

we use the average of 5 Capaes reported on the same worker

node to measure node capacity. These capacities are used to

determine the order for offering resources to tasks and which

tasks can be scheduled to each node. When next batch comes,

we replan scheduling decisions according to nodes’ capacities.

Load Aware Being aware of data load includes two aspects.

One is input data size and another is intermediate data size.

For input data, the metadata of blocks are stored in HDFS. So,

we get each data split’s size by using an interface getLength()
provided by HDFS. For intermediate data, the metadata are

saved in blockManager. We fetch each block’s size by sending

a RPC message to request block size from blockManagerMas-
ter. When scheduling tasks, data size is used to determine task

execution order.

C. Pre-Stealing

Scheduling based on data locality and free cores creates

a barrier between large tasks of slow nodes and powerful

capacity of fast nodes. According to data locality, scheduler

does not take tasks’ size into account when scheduling, and

fast nodes prefer local small tasks rather than remote large

tasks. This is easy to cause post-stealing of large tasks.

As scheduler does not consider tasks’ size when scheduling,

large tasks have a great probability to be left at last several

waves. Large tasks on slow nodes need to be migrated to other
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(a) Post-Stealing Failed (b) Post-Stealing Succeeded (c) Pre-Stealing

Fig. 7: Pre-Stealing and Post-Stealing

nodes due to lack of free slots. We call this as post-stealing.

As shown in Fig 7(a) and Fig 7(b), we divide post-stealing

into two categories, one is post-stealing failed and another is

post-stealing succeeded. With post-stealing succeeded, large

tasks are stolen to fast nodes at last waves. This increases tail

latency. Worse still, if post-stealing failed, then large tasks will

have to be executed at local slow nodes. In order to eliminate

this tail latency, Radar pre-steals large tasks of slow nodes to

remote fast nodes at the beginning of task scheduling. Fig 7(c)

shows this procedure.

Being aware of task size, Radar sorts global task queue

and identifies large tasks from this queue. With information

of node capacity, Radar differentiates slow nodes from fast

nodes. Then Radar checks which large tasks belong to slow

nodes (i.e. which tasks’ data blocks locates in slow nodes). It

moves these large tasks from slow node’ local queue to a fast

node’s local task queue. For target fast node, Radar chooses

the node which has shortest task queue from fast node list.

D. Large Task First

How to decide the order of task scheduling is a challenging

problem. Traditional scheduling based on data locality ignores

task size. The scheduler does not differentiate between tasks

of different sizes. This leads to a great possibility that large

tasks would be scheduled at last several waves. Figure 8 shows

the difference. Leaving large tasks at last increases tail latency.

Scheduling large task first amortizes the impacts of large tasks

through multi-waves execution and enables blank filling with

small tasks in last several waves.

(a) Large Task Last (b) Large Task First

Fig. 8: Large Task First

Radar schedules large task first. For each node’s local

task queue, Radar sorts task queue according to task size in

descending order. Once this node has a free slot, scheduler

dequeues a task from the head of task queue. By this way,

large task overlaps with other small tasks through multi-waves

execution, decreasing tail latency of large tasks.

E. Matching Blank Filling

Due to the bulk synchronous parallel barrier, there inevitably

will be some small blanks of free slots. Scheduling tasks to

fill these blanks should meet two objectives. One is to make

the best use of these free blanks and another is to reduce

tail latency. Traditional scheduling ignores task size and node

capacity and can not achieve these two goals. Matching blank

filling assigns each node tasks whose size can match node’s

capacity.

Fig. 9: An Example for Matching Blank Filling. Especially

in last several waves, Radar carefully chooses suitable tasks

whose size can match target node’s capacity to fill small blanks

of free slots.

We clarify this procedure through Figure 9. As shown in

Figure 9, we have 4 slots and 4 tasks left, they are all in

descending order according to their node capacity and task

size respectively. When slot3 is free, which task should be

scheduled to it? Radar chooses the task whose order in task

list is corresponding to slot’s order. Assume that we have n
slots and m tasks, the free slot’s order is i. We compute task

order as �i/n ∗m�. For slot3, Radar schedules T7 to it. Other

slots are in a similar way.

IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

We have implemented Radar on top of Spark Streaming

[19], a popular open-source distributed batched stream pro-

cessing system, which is an extension of the cluster computing

framework Apache Spark [20]. Spark Streaming has been
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widely adopted in both academia and industry, and has also

been deployed on production clusters of many corporations

[3].

Monitors. We add two monitor components in master.

Capacity Monitor communicates with scheduler and fetches

historical job profiles when a batch ends. It analyzes task

execution information on each node and computes node’s

capacity. Load Monitor invokes an interface getLength() pro-

vided by HDFS to get input split’s size. For shuffle data, the

metadata are stored in blockManager. Load Monitor fetches

each block’s size by sending a RPC message to request block

size from blockManagerMaster.

Scheduler. Scheduler receives node capacity and tasks’ size

from Capacity Monitor and Load Monitor. When a new batch

comes, scheduler initializes new tasks with tasks’ size. It also

sorts nodes according to node capacity for resource offer. We

add two kinds of queues to the scheduler. One is a global task

queue which maintains global information of tasks. Another is

each node’s local task queue which maintains information of

local tasks. Global queue can give a macro perspective about

which tasks are large tasks and which tasks belong to slow

nodes. Scheduler conducts pre-stealing, large task first, and

matching blank filling between local task queue of slow nodes

and local task queue of fast nodes.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate Radar’s performance using

various workloads. First, we describe the experimental envi-

ronments, and then present the experimental results.

A. Experimental Setup and Workloads

Experimental Setup. Our evaluations are conducted on a

heterogeneous cluster consisting of two types of machines

with different configurations. The first kind of machines is

comprised of two dual-core Intel Xeon E5-2670 2.6 GHz

CPUs, 16GB memory, and 210GB disks. The second kind

of machines consists of two dual-core 1.2 GHz Intel CPU,

4GB memory, and 210GB disks. All computers are intercon-

nected with 1Gbps Ethernet cards. We use spark-2.1.1 as the

distributed computing platform and Redhat Enterprise Linux

6.2 with the kernel version 2.6.32 as the OS.

Workloads. We evaluated Radar using both several bench-

marks and a real streaming application in Tencent production

clusters. Similar to previous work [10], we choose three

typical benchmarks i.e. Grep, WordCount, and TopK. In ad-

dition, windowed WordCount (Window) and Yahoo streaming

benchmark (YSB) [21] for spark are also used to evaluate

Radar’s performance. The real application is called Seagull as

mentioned in Section II.

B. Benchmarks

We compare Radar with baseline, speculative execution, and

delay scheduling. The baseline disables speculative execution

and delay scheduling. For speculation and delay scheduling,

we use default settings of Spark (i.e. speculation quantile is
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Fig. 10: Normalized Job Completion Time

0.75 and speculation multiplier is 1.5, locality wait time is 3s).

Figure 10 shows the results. Compared to baseline, Radar

improves average job completion time by 27.78%, 33.33%,

38.46%, 29.73%, and 42.79% for Grep, WordCount, Topk,

Windowed WordCount, and YSB respectively. Speculation

improves a little due to its delayed reaction to performance

heterogeneity. It first launches tasks based on data locality

and free slots, then detects and speculates stragglers. It can

not avoid the appearance of stragglers, leading to long tail

latency. Delay scheduling makes a tradeoff between locality

and fairness. A task must wait for locality wait time (such as 3

seconds) before it can be scheduled to a lower locality level.

This not only can not solve performance heterogeneity, but

also wastes slots time. Radar can be aware of task size and

node capacity when scheduling tasks. Radar introduces pre-

stealing, large task first, and matching blank filling to prevent

the occurrence of stragglers, reducing tail latency. As a result,

Radar outperforms these two strategies for the performance

of WordCount (by up to 25% and 46.07% compared to

speculation, delay scheduling). Similar results hold for Grep,

Topk, Windowed WordCount, and YSB.

In summary, Radar can improve the performance of bench-

marks significantly. Radar can reduce job completion time by

27.78% to 42.79% over Spark Streaming.

C. Real Application

We evaluated Radar in Tencent production clusters using

a real streaming application called Seagull. Seagull is based

on Spark Streaming and is used to report real-time click

traffic of Tencent social advertisements. It runs in a multi-

tenant environment with YARN (Hadoop-2.2.0) as the resource

management platform. Seagull has 64 executor instances with

total 320 cores (each executor has 5 cores and 12GB mem-

ory). The CPU type is Intel Xeon CPU E5-2420. The Spark

version is Spark-2.1.1 and stream data source is HDFS. The

whole logs can be accessed at https://github.com/u2009cf/

Tencent-Cluster-Trace. The baseline enables speculative exe-

cution and delay scheduling. We use default settings of Spark

(i.e. speculation quantile is 0.75 and speculation multiplier is

1.5, locality wait time is 3s).

1) Performance Improvements: Figure 11 reports the per-

formance improvements. Compared to Spark Streaming, Radar

can improve average response time by 28.57% as shown
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in Figure 11(a). By statistical analysis of the number of

speculative tasks in a whole day, we find that Radar can

decrease the number of speculative tasks by up to 86.57%

in one day. As we know, speculative tasks occur when some

tasks fall behind. Speculative tasks are always stragglers which

increase tail latency. Radar can make tasks progress at almost

the same rate by blank scheduling to avoid appearance of

speculative tasks. By reducing the number of speculative tasks,

Radar can achieve much better performance.
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Fig. 11: Radar Performance Improvements

To validate above conclusions and give a deeper explanation

of performance gains, we present the makespan of one stage in

Figure 12. Figure 12(a) shows the makespan in original Spark

Streaming. We can see that about 20% slots need to wait other

tasks completed and keep idle for more than 1/2 of makespan.

On the contrary, Radar has fairly uniform completion time. In

summary, when running real streaming application in Tencent

production clusters, Radar can avoid most speculative tasks

and achieve much load balancing, thus lowering response time.
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Fig. 12: MakeSpan for Each Executor

2) Resource Reduction: Another manifestation of perfor-

mance improvements is resource savings. Tencent Inc. cares

more about how many resources can Radar save to reduce

machine costs. We compare resource utilization between Radar

and Spark Streaming in Figure 13. When both have the same

number of cores, Radar always achieves better performance

than Spark Streaming. Figure 13(a) is the case of 260 cores

and Figure 13(b) is the case of 290 cores. Actually, in order

to achieve the same performance like Spark Streaming in 290

cores, Radar only needs 260 cores as shown in Figure 13(c).

It means that Radar can reduce resource cost by 10 percent in

Tencent production clusters.

3) Deconstructing Performance: In order to evaluate the

contribution of three new scheduling techniques in Radar, we
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Fig. 13: Resource Reduction. These figures compare the

performance of Radar and Spark Streaming under different

resource provision. Radar uses less resources to achieve the

same performance.

deconstruct Radar into three parts, i.e. pre-scheduling (PS),

large task first (LTF), and matching blank filling (MBF), then

test the performance of three techniques respectively. We fetch

a whole day’s running information of Seagull to make a

statistical analysis about response time. Figure 14 presents the

results.
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Fig. 14: Deconstructing Performance

As we can see, more than 65% batches can achieve

5%∼15% improvements using PS. 98% batches’ improve-

ments are below 20%. By using PS + LTF, more than 72%

batches can achieve 5%∼25% improvements. 98% batches’

improvements are below 30%. Under PS + LTF + MBF,

more than 63% batches have 10%∼35% improvements. 98%

batches’ improvements are below 40%.

In summary, Radar can improve the performance of real

stream application in Tencent production clusters significantly.

Radar can decrease response time by 28.57% and save about

10% resource cost over Spark Streaming.
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VI. RELATED WORK

Our work is related to the research in batched stream

processing and performance heterogeneity. We discuss the

most related work in this section.

Batched Stream Processing. Batched stream processing

systems divide stream data into batches and periodically

process them using MapReduce-style batch engine. The typical

systems include Comet [8] which is structured on DryadLINQ,

HOP [7] which leverages the power of batch framework

MapReduce, and Spark Streaming [10] which is built on top

of Spark. These systems take full advantage of characteristics

in batch processing engine such as high throughput and fault

tolerance. They schedule tasks based on data locality and free

slots [1] [14]. MapReduce [1] takes the location information of

the input files into account and schedules a task on a machine

that contains a replica of the corresponding input data. Delay

scheduling [14] waits for a small amount of time when a job

that should be scheduled next according to fairness can not

launch a local task, letting other jobs launch tasks instead.

These techniques do not consider about task size and node

capacity.

Performance Heterogeneity. Performance heterogeneity is

common phenomenon in cluster computing environments.

Many studies have been presented to solve these problems.

Speculative execution [1] marks slow tasks as stragglers and

launches a speculative copy of a task-in-progress on a different

node. LATE [13] observes that the built-in stragglers identi-

fication mechanism does not work correctly in heterogeneous

environments. It proposes a LATE (Longest Approximate to
End) algorithm for identifying, prioritizing, and scheduling

speculative tasks. Skewtune [16] repartitions the data of strag-

glers to take the advantage of idle slots freed by short tasks.

However, these approaches react slowly and fall short when

dealing with performance heterogeneity.

VII. CONCLUSION

Optimizing batched stream processing system in heteroge-

neous environment has been a challenging problem. In this

work, we focus on improving task scheduling with being

aware of node capacity and task size. To this end, we design

Radar, a blank scheduling framework which makes scheduling

decisions based on tasks size and node capacity to reduce tail

latency. Being aware of node capacity and task heterogeneity,

Radar pre-steals large tasks from slow nodes at the beginning

of task scheduling. Then Radar schedules large task first.

At the end of task scheduling, scheduler chooses suitable

small tasks corresponding to node’s capacity to fill free slots’

blank. Experimental results with various benchmarks and a

real streaming application demonstrate that Radar can reduce

tail latencies and improve job completion time efficiently.

While we focus on batched stream processing in this paper, we

believe that other system such as batch processing especially

with recurring jobs can also benefit from the design in Radar.
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